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ABSTRACT

The integration of the latest breakthroughs in computational modeling and high performance computing
(HPC) has leveraged advances in the fields of healthcare and drug discovery, among others. By integrating
all these developments together, scientists are creating new exciting personal therapeutic strategies for living
longer that were unimaginable not that long ago. However, we are witnessing the biggest revolution in HPC
in the last decade. Several graphics processing unit architectures have established their niche in the HPC
arena but at the expense of an excessive power and heat. A solution for this important problem is based
on heterogeneity. In this paper, we analyze power consumption on heterogeneous systems, benchmarking a
bioinformatics kernel within the framework of virtual screening methods. Cores and frequencies are tuned
to further improve the performance or energy efficiency on those architectures. Our experimental results
show that targeted low-cost systems are the lowest power consumption platforms, although the most energy
efficient platform and the best suited for performance improvement is the Kepler GK110 graphics processing
unit from Nvidia by using compute unified device architecture. Finally, the open computing language version
of virtual screening shows a remarkable performance penalty compared with its compute unified device
architecture counterpart. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We are witnessing a steady transition from single to multicore or manycore processors with the
Moore’s law looming on the horizon. Although several improvements have continued to provide
smaller semiconductor devices, physical limitations of the silicon-based architectures are pushing
this movement toward parallelism [1]. At this rate, the increasing amount of transistors in the same
area because of technology scaling will exacerbate power dissipation problems. In the near future,
it is uncertain if all the transistors of the same chip will be available in a given cycle because of
temperature constraints [2].

The adoption of heterogeneous computational elements at the moment is mandatory for energy
efficiency, being the new approach to reduce the energy per instruction consumption. These architec-
tures use several cores with different functionality, performance, and energy efficiency, comprising
latency-oriented cores for control-dominated tasks, throughput-oriented cores for data-driven tasks,
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and low-power cores to meet low-power constraints in low performance or midperformance tasks.
This way, the chip can exploit the characteristics of each task to efficiently run them from both exe-
cution time and power consumption perspectives. The run-time system is still immature to efficiently
map processors and computations, and thus programmers play a fundamental role in this emergent
landscape of computation to extract maximum performance. It is not an easy task, as they have to
deal with different hardware components, instruction sets, and programming models, while keeping
power consumption on a reasonable threshold.

However, the integration of these latest breakthroughs in high-performance computing with those
obtained in other fields such as image processing and computational modeling enables remarkable
advances in the fields of healthcare, genome research, drug discovery, and so on. For instance, virtual
screening (VS) methods can enormously help to discover new drugs [3] and energy materials [4].
The different approaches used in VS methods differ mainly in the way they model the interacting
molecules but all screen databases of chemical compounds containing up to millions of ligands [5].
Larger databases increase the chances of generating hits or leads, but the computational time needed
for the calculations increases not only with the size of the database but also with the accuracy of
the chosen VS method. Fast docking methods with atomic resolution require a few minutes per
ligand [6], while more accurate molecular dynamics-based approaches still require hundreds or
thousands of hours per ligand [7]. Therefore, the limitations of VS predictions are directly related
to a lack of computational resources, a major bottleneck that prevents the application from detailed,
high-accuracy models to VS.

In this paper, we use a molecular docking kernel within drug discovery field to benchmark a wide
range of novel architectures manufactured by Intel, ARM, AMD/ATI, and Nvidia, with an emphasis
on power, performance and energy. Major findings include the following:

1. We have implemented the electrostatic interactions kernel to fully leverage chip multipro-
cessors with vectorization from different manufacturers. This implementation is based on
C/OpenMP to fully utilize the cores and SSE and NEON vector instructions.

2. A data-parallel scheme on graphics processing units (GPUs) is deployed using compute unified
device architecture (CUDA) [8] and open computing language (OpenCL) [9] programming
models. Our design proposes a tiling technique to exploit data locality via shared memory.
The OpenCL version, which was successfully ported to other platforms without requiring any
changes, obtains a poor performance compared with CUDA.

3. Different Nvidia GPUs are analyzed, all endowed with a Fermi GF100 but having different
bandwidths, memory sizes and, more importantly, number of multiprocessors. This allows us
to estimate the impact of power gating [10], a technique to reduce power consumption by
shutting off the flow of current to unused blocks of the circuit. As the targeted kernel is fully
scalable, the impact of power gating here is low.

4. We offer an in-depth analysis of the hardware particularities of each processor, by tuning the
number of cores and clock speeds to further improve performance and energy efficiency.

5. The hardware generations based on Nvidia Kepler GPUs and ARM dual-core Cortex A15 are
compared to reveal solid advantages of Kepler concerning energy efficiency and performance
enhancements.

6. Our results nominate low-power GPUs and embedded processors as the lowest power con-
sumption platforms. Moreover, considering performance-oriented metrics such as the energy
delay product (EDP or ED2P), Nvidia high-end GPUs are better suited for computing the
VS kernels.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces basic concepts. Section 3
describes the implementation details of the targeted VS kernel in different platforms. Section 4
reports our evaluation methodology before showing the main experimental results in Section 5. We
summarize the related work in Section 6, and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and shows
possible directions for future work.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Virtual screening

Virtual Screening has played an important role in several areas such as catalysts and energy mate-
rials [4] and drug discovery, in which experimental techniques are increasingly complemented by
numerical simulation [11]. Although VS methods have been investigated for many years and several
compounds could be identified that evolved into drugs, the impact of VS has not yet fulfilled all ex-
pectations. Neither the docking methods nor the scoring functions used presently are sufficiently
accurate to reliably identify high-affinity ligands. To deal with a large number of potential candi-
dates (many databases comprise hundreds of thousands of ligands), VS methods must be very fast
and yet identify ‘the needles in the haystack’.

In many VS applications, the predicted ligands turn out to have low affinities (false positives),
while high affinity ligands rank low in the database (false negatives). In contrast, established simula-
tion (not scoring) methods, such as free-energy perturbation theory, can determine relative changes
in the affinity when ligands are changed slightly (group substitutions). These techniques require
hundreds of CPU hours for each ligand; reaching thousands of CPU hours for each ligand when
simulation strategies are used to compute absolute binding affinities [12]. In comparison with these
techniques, VS methods must make significant approximations regarding the affinity calculation
and the sampling of possible receptor complex conformations. These approximations would be
justifiable, as long as the relative order of affinity is preserved at the high-affinity end of the database.

In most of the VS methods, the biological system is represented in terms of interacting particles.
For the calculation of the interaction energies, classical potentials are commonly used, separated
into bonded and nonbonded terms. In VS methods, and in many other molecular mechanics-based
methodologies, the most intensive computations are spent on the calculation of the nonbonded in-
teractions kernel. For example in molecular dynamics, the calculation of these kernels takes up to
80% of the total execution time [13]. Therefore, these kernels can be considered bottlenecks, and it
has been shown that their parallelization and optimization permits VS methods to deal with more
complex systems, simulate longer time scales or screen larger chemical compound databases [14].

The relevant nonbonded potentials used in VS calculations are the Coulomb or electrostatic and
the Lennard–Jones potentials, because they describe very accurately the most important short-range
and long-range interactions between atoms of the protein–ligand system. In this paper, we focus on
the electrostatic kernel. This kernel is the baseline for several methodologies used in VS methods,
such as molecular dynamics and protein–protein docking.

2.2. Programming models

Major hardware vendors are releasing heterogeneous architectures with features having a direct
impact on the application runtime performance. This performance is unleashed using programming
models such as CUDA [8] and OpenCL [9]. Latency-oriented architectures such as Intel and AMD
CPUs still relay on traditional parallel programming models such as OpenMP [15] and MPI [16],
including vectorization through SSE and NEON Intrinsics, although OpenCL is also compatible
for some of them. In this section, we briefly introduce the emergent programming models such as
CUDA and OpenCL used to calculate the electrostatic potential kernel on our massively parallel
architectures.

2.3. Compute unified device architecture programming model

Nvidia GPU platforms can be programmed using the CUDA programming model, which makes the
GPU to operate as a highly parallel computing device. Each GPU device is a scalable processor
array consisting of a set of single instruction multiple thread multiprocessors (SM), each of them
containing several stream processors (SPs). Different memory spaces are available in each GPU on
the system. The global memory (also called device or video memory) is the only space accessi-
ble by all multiprocessors. This is the largest and the slowest memory space and it is private to each
GPU on the system. Moreover, each multiprocessor has its own private memory space, called shared
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memory, because this memory is stored among all SPs in an SM. The shared memory is smaller and
has lower latency than global memory.

The CUDA programming model is based on a hierarchy of abstraction layers: The thread is the
basic execution unit that is mapped to a single SP. A block is a batch of threads, which can cooper-
ate together because they are assigned to the same multiprocessor, and therefore they share all the
resources included in this multiprocessor, such as register file and shared memory. A grid is com-
posed of several blocks, which are equally distributed and scheduled among all multiprocessors.
Finally, threads included within a block are divided into batches of 32 threads called warps. The
warp is the scheduled unit, so the threads of the same block are scheduled in a given multiprocessor
warp by warp. The programmer declares the number of blocks, the number of threads per block
and their distribution to arrange parallelism given the program constraints (i.e., data and control
dependencies).

2.4. Open computing language

Open computing language is a framework for developing parallel algorithms on any hardware device
that supports it, either a CPU, APU, or GPU. In short, OpenCL enables CUDA functionality through
very similar methods but enabling the programmer to deal with non-Nvidia hardware. Optimizations
for a device from one manufacturer could not likely result in optimal performance on hardware from
another manufacturer, but that is a toll to pay in favor of portability.

Open computing language enforces a threading model almost identical to the CUDA model by
using a different naming scheme and adding a new identifier. At the highest level, the global work-
group groups every thread that executes the kernel. Underneath, groups of threads referred to as
workgroups receive a unique identifier and each thread in every workgroup is given both a local ID
to mark its location in the workgroup and a global ID to mark its position in the global workgroup.

Unfortunately, due to this threading model, there are strict limitations on how data is shared
between workgroups. In the context of GPUs, communicating information in local memory between
workgroups involves copying the data into global memory, and then having the other workgroups
copy that information into its own local memory. This type of forced access causes a large latency,
which may result in performance degradation for the application. Other devices have these same
memory types, although they may be emulated in the device’s global memory, which may reside in
system memory if the device has no global memory, such as with accelerated processing units.

3. KERNELS IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe our implementations of the virtual screening kernel that calculates elec-
trostatic potential. Starting from the sequential code, we are going to introduce: (i) an optimized
latency-oriented multicore implementation that enables vector operations and uses all cores in a
chip through OpenMP programming model; (ii) an optimized CUDA implementation previously
published in [17, 18]; and finally, (iii) an OpenCL implementation designed specifically for this
paper for comparison purposes to unleash non-Nvidia architectures.

3.1. Sequential baseline

In our study, we focus on the particular case of protein-ligand docking and particularly in the calcu-
lation of the electrostatic potential kernel. Algorithm 1 shows the sequential baseline of this kernel.
Both receptor and ligand molecules are represented by rec and lig particles, which are specified
by their positions (x, y, z) and charges (qLigand and qReceptor). The number of atoms is given by
rec.length and lig.lenght for both receptor and ligand molecules, respectively. This algorithm is com-
putationally intensive, with a regular memory pattern that can take advantage of data locality. The
number of floating-point operations depends on the molecules size, with some of them potentially
vectorized.
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3.2. OpenMP implementation with vectorization

The OpenMP API supports multi-platform shared-memory parallel programming in C/C++.
OpenMP is a portable, scalable model for developing parallel applications on different multicore
platforms. OpenMP is based on a fork–join model, starting with an initial thread that soon forks a
team of threads. The OpenMP design for the electrostatic kernel, showed in Algorithm 1, divides
the computation among different threads as showed in Figure 1. Each thread performs the computa-
tion associated with its own part of the receptor data (nrec atoms). Thus, each thread computes the
energy interactions between its own private nrec atoms and all atoms from the ligand (nlig atoms).
These two set of atoms are stored within the same memory space without requiring data duplication.

An additional performance gain can be obtained by taking advantage of the vector instructions to
enhance the energy calculation. Algorithm 2 shows the vectorized kernel, where each nrec atom is
placed in a 128-bit vector (copy1to4 function), and each element of nlig is copied four times into
another 128-bit vector (copy4To4 function). The energy calculation can then be vectorized on each
processor to compute values in groups of four elements at a time.

3.3. Compute unified device architecture implementation

Our departure point is the CUDA implementation of electrostatic potential kernel previously intro-
duced in [18]. Figure 2 illustrates the idea behind this design. Each atom from the receptor molecule
is represented by a single thread. Then, every CUDA thread goes through all the atoms of the
ligand molecule.

Compute unified device architecture enables a double layer of parallelism: First, among all
multiprocessors of the GPU via concurrent CUDA blocks, which are independent batches exploit-
ing data-parallelism; and second, among all threads within each block via the block size, which

Algorithm 1 The sequential pseudocode for the calculation of the electrostatic potential.
1: SumD 0
2: for i D 0I i 6 rec.lengthI i CC do
3: for j D 0I j 6 lig.lengthI j D j CC do
4: dif D recŒi ��ligŒj �
5: aux D rsqrt.d if 2/
6: SumCDqReceptorŒi ��qLigandŒj ��aux
7: end for
8: end for
9: return Sum

Figure 1: OpenMP design for the calculation of the electrostatic interaction kernel with two threads.
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Algorithm 2 Vectorization for the calculation of the electrostatic potential.
1: vec_SumD copy1To4.0/
2: for i D 0I i 6 rec.lengthI i CC do
3: vec_Receptor D copy1To4.recŒi �/
4: vec_qReceptor D copy1To4.qReceptorŒi �/
5: for j D 0I j 6 lig.length=4I j D j C 4 do
6: vec_Ligand D copy4To4.ligŒj �,ligŒj C 1�,ligŒj C 2�,ligŒj C 3�/
7: vec_qLigand D copy4To4.qLigandŒj �,qLigandŒj C 1�,qLigandŒj C 2�,qLigandŒj C 3�
8: vec_dif D vec_Receptor-vec_Ligand
9: vec_aux D rsqrt(vec_dif 2/

10: vec_SumCDvec_qReceptor*vec_qLigand*vec_aux
11: end for
12: end for
13: return vec_SumŒ0�Cvec_SumŒ1�Cvec_SumŒ2�Cvec_SumŒ3�

Figure 2: Compute unified device architecture design for X thread blocks (for X D 1) with n
threads layout.

can cooperate through shared memory and synchronize through atomic operations. We maximize
parallelism on these two layers by having the following:

1. As many thread blocks as the number of nrec atoms divided by the number of threads within
a block. This number is a set up parameter for our application.

2. As many threads as nrec atoms. This way, each thread computes the energy calculations with
the entire ligand data.

Algorithm 3 shows the host side of the CUDA implementation. Here, the receptor and ligand
information is copied to the GPU global memory before electrostatic interactions are computed by
the kernel. Finally, results are copied back to the host dynamic random-access memory. The number
of threads is a parameter of our implementation matching the number of launched blocks.

Algorithm 3 The host-side of the CUDA implementation.
1: CopyDataFromCPUtoGPU(rec)
2: CopyDataFromCPUtoGPU(lig)
3: numBlocks WD nrec/numThreads
4: Kernel(numBlocks,numThreads)
5: CopyDataFromGPUtoCPU(result)

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2014; 26:1832–1846
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Table I. CUDA kernel implementations.

Kernel 2: Tile implementation
Kernel 1: Basic implementation

1: for all Blocks do
1: for all Blocks do 2: numIt D nlig/numThreads
2: for i = 0 to nlig do 3: for i = 0 to numIt do
3: calculus(myAtomRec, lig[i]) 4: copyBlockDataToSharedMemory(lig)
4: end for 5: calculusBlock(myAtomRec, ligBlock)
5: end for 6: end for

7: end for

Kernels 1 and 2 in Table I show two different CUDA implementations of the electrostatic kernel.
The former reflects the idea of accessing solely to device memory (Figure 2). We also enable a
tiling technique in Kernel 2 to take advantage of data locality similarly to other memory intensive
applications [19]. Tile groups atoms of the ligand molecule, and thus threads can cooperate in order
to move that information from global to shared memory.

3.4. Open computing language implementation

Open computing language foundations are based on the CUDA threading model, but with a dif-
ferent naming scheme and a new identifier. Thus, we use source-to-source translation to migrate
our CUDA-based kernels for the targeted VS methods to OpenCL programs. This requires a depth
knowledge of these two APIs, being more complicated than a mere instruction mapping. More-
over, OpenCL is still on an early stage of development (v. 1.2), which does not provide the rich
functionality offered by CUDA on its 4.2 version and library-based programming model.

The design of OpenCL kernels is similar to that of the CUDA ones, but some differences arise at
implementation level, namely for device set up, context creation, and data copying. This way, map-
ping the kernel onto the device processing elements may differ in the programming effort required
to code and debug a parallel application.

Among some other limitations to prevent a smooth transition from CUDA to OpenCL, OpenCL
lacks support for C++ device code and uses cl_mem type on the host for abstracting pointers to
device memory. CUDA handles a device memory in the host and device code through direct point-
ers (e.g., float *). This allows applications to reserve space in device memory for structures that
have pointers to device memory nested within them. As cl_mems are translated to pointers only
when passed in as kernel arguments, there is no such way to nest device pointers, which generates a
collection of warnings at compilation level [20].

4. BENCHMARKING ENVIRONMENT

In this section, we introduce the hardware–software environment, the input data sets, and the way
we deal with those power measurements later shown in Section 5.

4.1. Hardware systems

Our experiments have been conducted in four different configurations aimed to Nvidia, Intel,
AMD/ATI and ARM-based machines (see Table II for detailed specifications). The first targeted
system is a high-performance platform composed by an Intel Xeon processor and a Nvidia Geforce
7300GT GPU (namely GPU 0 in Table II), which is tailored for graphics, and therefore, it is always
connected in the system during the evaluation.

Moreover, three different GPUs (namely GPUs 1, 2, and 3 in Table II) are connected separately
to this system through the PCI Express bus as accelerators; that is, only one of them is connected to
the motherboard during the tests at a given time. We have used these GPUs because all shared the
Fermi GF100 architecture, with 3200 million transistors in 529 mm2. However, they have different
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Table II: Hardware features on each of our implementation platforms.

bandwidths, memory sizes, and, more importantly, number of active SMs. The Nvidia GTX465 is
endowed with 11 SMs while the Nvidia GTX480 has 15 active SMs and the Nvidia Tesla C2070 has
14 active SMs. This allows us to estimate the impact of power gating [10] on the analyzed bench-
marks. Additionally, we analyze the last generation of Nvidia GPUs; that is, Tesla K20c that unveils
Titan, the world’s fastest supercomputer in mid-2013 [21], together with two of the top five most
energy-efficient supercomputers in the world [22].

The second system is also a high-performance platform based on a dual AMD Magny-Cours
(MC) processor plus the ATI FirePro V8800 graphics card (namely GPU 5 in Table II). The last
three platforms are low-cost and energy-efficient solutions, one of them based on an Intel Sandy
Bridge with an Nvidia GT540M, and the other two platforms based on an Exynos 4 Quad and an
Exynos 5 Dual. In fact, the Mont-Blanc project [23] includes Exynos 5 Dual as the main processor
to design a low-power and high-performance supercomputer.

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2014; 26:1832–1846
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Table III. Software resources used for each hardware platform in our experimental
study. ‘n.a.’ means not available.

Language Target hardware Software tools Vector instructions used

C/OpenMP Intel Xeon gcc compiler 4.7.2 SSE
AMD Magny-Cours gcc compiler 4.7.2 SSE
Intel Sandy Bridge gcc compiler 4.7.2 SSE
Exynos 4/5 gcc compiler 4.7.2 NEON

OpenCL Intel Xeon Intel SDK 2012
AMD Magny-Cours AMD APP SDK 2.6
Intel Sandy Bridge Intel SDK 2012 n.a.
Nvidia GPUs CUDA toolkit 5.0
ATI FirePro AMD APP SDK 2.6

CUDA Intel Xeon n.a.
AMD Magny-Cours n.a.
Intel Sandy Bridge n.a. n.a.
Nvidia GPUs CUDA toolkit 5.0
ATI FirePro n.a.

4.2. Software environment

Table III shows the main software tools used in our implementations. They are structured depending
on targeted hardware. The CUDA and OpenCL programming models are used to program many-
core architectures. More precisely, CUDA toolkit 5.0 leverages Nvidia architectures while different
OpenCL SDK versions from different vendors are used to program both Nvidia and ATI-AMD ar-
chitectures as it is the strength of the standard. We also use OpenCL on the multicore side for those
platforms that support the standard (the low-power Exynos 4 architecture does not, and the Linux
drivers for Exynos 5 are still under development). Multicores are also targeted through gcc compiler
4.7.2 version and vectorization. The vectorization on Intel and AMD-based platforms is enabled by
SSE extensions while the ARM-based processor uses NEON technology [24] that are included in
ARM cortex-A series processor.

4.3. Input data sets

The input data set for benchmarking our virtual screening kernels is a common scenario routinely
used in typical virtual screening calculations. An arbitrary system with number of atoms of the re-
ceptor (nrec) equal to 65,536 and number of atoms of the ligand (nlig) equal to 65,536 atoms is
defined. It represents the electrostatic interaction between two average size biomolecules, situation
that arises in many protein–protein docking simulations used by VS methods.

4.4. Power measurement

Power dissipation numbers are obtained using the Watts up? .Net power meter [25]. This device
is connected between the power source and the power supply of the system, and provides power
dissipation information every second. Power information is logged by a different machine on the
same room. Room temperature is controlled and set to 26°C during the measurements to minimize
temperature impact on static power. We decided not to isolate power consumed by the GPU from
the rest of the system (CPU, Motherboard, Memory, etc.), as the hardware used in our experiments
is required to execute the GPU kernels, so it is fair to account this hardware when optimizing for
energy efficiency (energy and energy delay square product – ED2P – results). The real-time mea-
surement of individual GPU components by using a software approach is new and only supported by
the Nvidia GPU K20. This is carried out by using Nvidia Management Library [26], which reports
the GPU power usage at real-time.

We decided to tweak the kernels, making 2048 launches so that the base execution lasted around
2.5 min for the fastest platform, giving ample time for the GPU processor to warm up.

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2014; 26:1832–1846
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now analyze the virtual screening kernel that calculates electrostatic potential in terms of power,
time, energy, energy delay square product on different multicore, and manycore architectures, and
by using different programming models as previously explained. The input data set described in
Section 4.3 was used in all cases.

Platforms are grouped into two clusters: many-cores and multicores. The OpenCL and CUDA ker-
nels are used for benchmarking many-core architectures. The multicore architectures are evaluated
using the OpenCL kernel and the vectorized OpenMP kernel. All kernels are set up with the best
experimentally demonstrated configuration depending on the programming model and underlying
architecture.

In the multicore architectures, we vary the linux power-mode selector of AMD MC and Intel
Sandy Bridge (SB), affecting the frequency of these microprocessors. Available modes are pow-
ersave (LP), ondemand (OD) and performance. LP mode forces all processor cores to work at a
minimal frequency, OD adapts frequency depending on the processor load, and performance mode
forces the processor to run at a maximum frequency all the time. The evaluation of the performance
mode is omitted because the processor load is at maximum, and thus the OD mode behaves similarly
than performance mode.

5.1. Performance evaluation

Table IV shows the execution times for the electrostatic kernel run on all architectures and program-
ming models. Missing columns report an unfeasible combination of language and architecture. The
left hand side of the tables belong to Nvidia architectures and CUDA source codes. All GF100-
based GPUs (i.e., Tesla C2070, GTX 465, and GTX 480) obtain similar performance, with the last
one behaving slightly better because of its higher clock frequency and number of SMs within the
GTX 480 card. The low-power GPU GTX 540M obtains the highest execution times as expected,
being even higher than the ATI FirePro GPU, which is halfway between the Nvidia desktop and
mobile solutions. Finally, the fastest targeted manycore platform is the newest Nvidia Tesla K20,
obtaining up to 1.42� speed-up factor compared with a GeForce GTX 480.

Performance of the analyzed multicore platforms is shown on the right-hand side of Table IV. The
worst performance is obtained by the ARM low-power platforms Exynos 5 and 4, followed by Intel
SB, and finally the AMD MC processor. On one hand, Exynos family are embedded processors de-
signed for ultra-low-power devices rather than performance. Exynos 5 is newer than Exynos 4, but
the latter is a quad-core that can better exploit the massively parallelism of the electrostatic kernel.
On the other hand, MC defeats Intel SB by a wide margin. However, this is not a fair comparison as
the targeted Sandy Bridge is a mobile version while Magny-Cours is a server one. These couple of
processors reach better performance with the ondemand configuration when cores are running at
higher clock rates.

Using OpenCL on multicore architectures is generally penalized by adding some extra overhead,
usually because of the immature compiler versions developed for these architectures. However,
OpenCL only creates and schedules a single but parallel task, which fully exploits all compu-

Table IV. Execution time in seconds for the electrostatic kernel when measured on
different platforms and programming languages. ‘MC LP’ stands for MC on power save
mode, ‘MC OD’ for MC on demand mode, ‘SB LP’ for SB on power save mode, and

finally ‘SB OD’ stands for SB on demand mode.
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Table V. Power consumption in watts for the electrostatic kernel when measured on different
combinations of hardware and software support.

Table VI. Total energy consumption in Joules=1000 (mJ) for the electrostatic kernel when
measured on different selections of hardware platforms and programming paradigms.

tational resources and obtains better performance compared with the OpenMP program without
vectorization.

5.2. Energy evaluation

Tables V and VI show the power consumption and the overall energy consumption during the ex-
ecution of the electrostatic kernel. Remember that the power measurements are ‘at the wall’ (they
include the power consumption of the whole system). The total energy consumed is correlated to
the total execution time of the application, and thus, CUDA-based systems are the best suited for
low ratios of energy consumption as they are getting the best performance for the targeted virtual
screening kernels. The total energy consumed by a multicore-based system is generally higher than
using accelerators (GPUs). Greater performance over manycores is wide enough to amortize the
inclusion of an extra source of power dissipation.

The left-hand side of Table V shows the power consumption when manycore architectures are
included in the system. The best power-efficient manycore architecture is the GeForce GTX 540M,
even though it is the slowest one (Table IV). The GTX 540M card is designed for low power, opti-
mizing energy in motherboard, hard disk, and so on, which makes a difference overall. The Kepler
architecture proposed by Nvidia as a step forward in performance and power consumption fulfills
expectations as the Tesla K20 GPU reaches the best ratios in these two respects.

Among multicore architectures (right-hand side of the Table V), the embedded architecture
Exynos 4 is the most power efficient high-end processor, but at the expense of a higher execution
time. The reported numbers of Exynos 5 related to power and energy can be somehow confusing as
they are higher than Exynos 4. This is because Exynos 5 is plugged into a motherboard where the
audio, video and MicroSC storage hardware introduce an extra overhead.

Table VII shows the EDP of the analyzed kernels. This metric gives priority to performance over
energy. When we use it to compare multicore and manycore architectures the gap between them
increases, particularly for highly parallel applications such as the electrostatic kernel. This metric
also shows that the energy efficiency in embedded and mobile hardware is not enough to overcome
the double weight of performance. In addition, Table VIII shows the energy delay square product
(triple weight on performance), another metric widely used in HPC environments, which points to
high energy-efficient hardware as the worst option, overall for highly parallel applications.
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Table VII. EDP in Joules=1000 � s for the electrostatic kernel when measured on.

Table VIII. ED2P in Joules=109 � s for different pairs of platform/programming language for the
electrostatic kernel.

Table IX. Electrostatic kernel analyzed in terms of time (in seconds) and
power (in Joules/1000) for different pairs of of GPU/frequency.

Frequency (MHz) Time Power Consumption (watts) Energy

465 400 413 157 65
450 373 166 61
500 338 179 60
550 308 189 58
600 280 202 56

480 400 315 189 59
450 285 199 56
500 258 209 53
550 235 219 51
600 219 227 49
650 201 241 48
700 188 252 47

C2070 513 264 217 57
573 238 225 53

540M 400 1990 31 61
500 1592 34 55
600 1342 37 50
670 1194 34 40

5.3. Hardware resource optimization

This section compares advantages and drawbacks of increasing frequency versus the number of
multiprocessors (SMs) when running our VS kernels on Nvidia high-end GPUs.

We use the MSI Afterburner tool [27] to modify the working frequency of the SMs, as Nvidia de-
cided to remove the official support for frequency settings at a driver level. MSI Afterburner is only
available for Microsoft Windows, so we perform our analysis under Windows 7 by using Nvidia’s
driver v285.62 for this test. We have simulated the increment and decrement of SMs for the GTX400
chipset by comparing the GTX465 and GTX480 as mentioned in Section 4.

Table IX shows performance against the fastest GPU (GTX480 at default frequency). We can
see how, for the electrostatic kernel, increasing frequency benefits performance all the time, but
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there is an equivalence between adding four additional SMs and increasing frequency by 100 MHz
(480 @ 400 MHz vs. 465 @ 500 MHz). This benefit from SMs is barely perceived when comparing
the 480 @ 500 MHz vs. C2070 @ 513 MHz, leading us to believe that we are close to the maximum
number of cores we can use, probably because of bandwidth limitations. This enables us to increase
efficiency by trading SMs by frequency.

Finally, Table IX shows energy against the fastest GPU (GTX480 at default frequency). As we
saw in the previous section, the mobile GPU (540M) is the most energy efficient choice for the
electrostatic kernel, being able to surpass the GTX480 and C2070 when overclocked. These chips
not only reduce running costs but also cooling, cluster size, and production costs, being an excellent
choice for high performance computing.

6. RELATED WORK

Multicore architectures exhibit some peculiarities when running parallel workloads, especially in
terms of power and performance. Threads must synchronize periodically (e.g., for communication
purposes), and any delay suffered in one of the threads may end up with a slow down of the whole
application. It is unclear wether future GPUs will implement per-core DVFS, as current generations
like Kepler from Nvidia have limitations on manually setting frequencies for the set of cores due to
the complexity of the clock trees [28].

Energy efficiency in GPUs is high as long as the application keeps using available resources, but
there are just few hardware mechanisms to tailor resources to application needs. Hong et al. [29]
propose a power and performance model that is used to select the number of optimal cores on the
basis of the available memory bandwidth. In [30], Sheaffer et al. studied a thermal management for
GPUs, whereas Fu et al. [31] performed a complete experimental survey on GPU data.

More recently, Wang et al. [32] propose an instruction-level energy estimation methodology for
GPUs. Gebhart et al. [33] introduce a couple of techniques for reducing energy on massively-
threaded processors acting over the register file and thread scheduler, which are two of the key
functional units concerning storage and occupancy on a typical GPU nowadays.

In terms of benchmarking energy-efficiency in heterogeneous systems, Mistry et al. [34] present
Valar, a benchmark suite to study the dynamic behavior of heterogeneous systems through OpenCL
applications. Finally, Johnson [35] investigates the energy efficiency of accelerated HPC servers by
using throughput-oriented techniques. These works are more related to ours, which we consider a
superset given the range of architectures and software paradigms analyzed.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Applications with a real impact on the society, such as those for discovering new drugs, can take
advantage of the great advances in the field of high performance computing to overcome emerging
challenges. When physical limitations of silicon-based architectures are threatening the evolution
of processors, heterogeneous computing involving GPUs, CMPs, or low-power processors come to
the rescue when no answer looms on the horizon.

We have analyzed this synergy between the application and the hardware, benchmarking flagship
processors from major vendors such as Intel, ARM, AMD/ATI, and Nvidia. We care about power,
performance, and energy by using a molecular docking kernel (electrostatic interactions) coming
from a drug discovery process. Our work deploys three different implementations for this kernel:

1. An C/OpenMP version with vectorization to leverage the computational power of CMPs and
low-power platforms.

2. A data-parallel scheme on GPUs by using CUDA to target Nvidia platforms, where we propose
a tiling technique to exploit data locality by using shared memory.

3. An OpenCL version oriented to more general platforms and manufacturers.

After the performance evaluation, the best positioned architectures to run this kernel are clearly
GPUs. Low-power GPUs such as 540M, and embedded processors based on ARM architectures,
suach as Exynos 4, are the most energy efficient platforms in our experiments. Surprisingly, even
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more than traditional GPUs and CPUs despite their increase in execution time. However, whenever
performance is a priority over power, the old cliché of ‘the fastest the best’ becomes valid for EDP
and ED2P metrics, making the Nvidia Tesla K20 the best suited counting all metrics. A step forward
in energy efficiency and/or performance for these architectures can be attained by handling cores
and their underlying frequency, where we have found greater opportunities to reduce power in CPUs
than in low-power GPUs or embedded devices.

The OpenCL code gave us further opportunities to compare multiple platforms by using exactly
the same code. OpenCL promises future JIT optimizations but suffers performance penalties when
compared with more mature compilers such as nvcc (Nvidia – CUDA). This difference widens when
low power devices and less resources are involved, reaching almost an order of magnitude in the case
of the 540M low-power GPU.

Virtual screening methods on GPUs are still at a relatively early stage of evolution, and we have
just tested a simple bioinformatics kernel. Other kernels within this emerging and fruitful area of
research remain to be explored to confirm our analysis here.

On the hardware side, we have seen great benefits and potential within the last generation of GPUs
in terms of performance and power consumption. The ratios compared with CPUs are expected to
get even better whenever the problem size keeps growing and GPU architectures evolve, particu-
larly considering the novel interest of governments in green computing as far as domestic markets
are concerned.

Finally, we envision our approach to be rewarded from increasingly heterogeneous platforms en-
dowed with specialized cores and eventually integrated within the same silicon die. They could
monitor performance and power consumption more closely, allowing energy efficiency that plays a
decisive role, particularly when massive parallelism arises in HPC.
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